
 

 

 

 
 

School Closure Week 12 

Literacy  

 
Interdisciplinary Learning: Health Week 

 
 

 

 

Literature Circles 

Continue with your Literature Circles 

reading and follow-up tasks. One task 

each week is plenty. You can choose 

which order to do this in. Make sure 

you try each of the tasks once.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

Sumdog Grammar and Spelling 

Continue to log into Sumdog regularly 

to try the grammar and spelling 

tasks. Remember that Sumdog is 

monitoring your progress and 

tailoring the questions to suit your 

own specific needs.  

Spelling 

Weekly spelling lists for each group 

will be issued on Teams. Explore the 

pattern and learn your words using 

the usual active strategies. Then log 

into Sumdog to do your weekly 

spelling assessment. Good luck! 

 

Find Out 

Research a famous Olympic Gold Medallist. 

Create a fact file about their life and 

achievements. What did it take to reach their 

goal? Remember to consider the reliability of your 

sources and to think about how you can best 

summarise the main ideas. You may include 

illustrations if you wish.  

Listening and Talking 
Set up a fitness challenge, mini sports 

day or other physical activity in your 
home or garden. Maybe you will create 

an obstacle course or invent a new sport. 
Now challenge someone else in the 

family to complete it. This is your chance 
to become a sports commentator! Use 

your hairbrush as a microphone and give 
a running commentary of the 

proceedings. Don’t forget to use 
expression and words to create suspense 

and drama!    

Design a Poster  

Do you know what to do in an emergency? Design 

a poster to show what to do. Think about how to 

make the information eye-catching and easy to 

follow in an emergency. How will you use words 

and pictures to share the steps? How will you use 

colour effectively to get the message across. You 

can do this digitally or free hand.  

Olympic Sports Reporter 

Read the two articles about Olympic 

sporting events and compare them. 

How can you make your writing more 

exciting using words and author’s 

techniques? Write your own headline 

and sports article using the activity 

sheets provided to guide you.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free Choice Writing 

You choose! Here are some ideas to get you 

started: 

-Invent a new Olympic sport - write a set of 

instructions for how to play.  

-Write a poem about your favourite Olympic 

sport. 

-Write an imaginative story with an Olympics 

theme. 

-Imagine you are an alien who has arrived at the 

Olympic Games – write a diary entry about your 

day.  

Write a news article about your own home 

sports day. 

 

 

 


